You Have to Have this Variety In Your Blends!

The whole purpose of blending is to broaden genetic diversity, not narrow it. Bedazzled Kentucky Bluegrass is an excellent choice as a mono-stand and a blending variety. Bedazzled is classified as a “compact-america” type which means it has high disease resistance, can be mowed as close as 1/2 inch, and is resistant to many diseases including powdery mildew and has slower growing habits for reduced mowing.

RATED #1 in Turf Quality on the 2001 & 2002 NTEP Turf Trials

Great for Sports Fields, High Traffic Areas & Sites Where Recuperative Abilities are Needed

AquaWise - Accepted by Turfgrass Water Conservation Alliance for Exceptional Drought Tolerance

Slower Growth Habit Ideal for Golf Course Fairway & Sod Production

What is a “Midnight Type”? A compact type with similar leaf texture and mowing potential. These elite Bluegrasses have produced attractive, saleable sod wherever bluegrass is adapted.
1. Best Turf Quality
   Overall best turf quality at 33 NTEP locations in 24 states two years running.
   Color, texture, and disease resistance.

2. Slow Growth Habit
   As a compact type, Bedazzled tends to lower mowing heights and
   reduced vertical growth. This increases maintenance saving, professional turf
   managers and golf course superintendents can make this variety a top choice for any
   soil, sports or high profile landscape.

3. Disease Resistance
   Since Bedazzled has no incidence of Powdery mildew, it is an excellent
   variety to blend with the very susceptible Midnight or midnights types.

4. TOPS in Turf Quality
   TOPS in NTEP PERFORMANCE
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